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A OFFICIAL FLAG MEANING

GREEN FLAG
No obstacles on track.
Racing can begin.

YELLOW FLAG
Caution on track. Reduce speed. Do not pass. Watch for obstacles or
race officials on track.

RED FLAG
The race is at a stop. Cars stop immediately.
Follow official guidance.

BLACK FLAG
Rolled black flag pointing at driver is warning.
Flag waving at driver is disqualification from race. Driver must return to pit

WHITE FLAG
One lap to go until checkered flag.

CHECKERED FLAG
Race is over.

HALF-WAY
Race is half way.



B. DELAWARE DOUBLE FILE RESTART RULES

1. When a caution (yellow flag) occurs, all cars must slow down.
2. Field will be advised of correct running order by Scoring Tower through Raceceiver. Cars

will line up single file based on this direction.
3. Any car one lap down to the leader will be placed at the rear of the single-file line.
4. Any cars caused or involved in the caution will be placed at the rear of the single-file line

per Scoring Tower direction, in front of cars that are laps down.
5. Once the correct running order is established, the field will be placed in the “Delaware

Double File Restart” order.
6. The race leader will be placed alone on the front row.
7. The second place car will choose the inside or outside lane on row two.
8. The third place car will take the opposite lane from the second place car.
9. Remaining cars will fall into line, with the fourth place car following the second place car

and the fifth place car following the third place car, and so on.
10. Once the field is properly aligned, flagger will then restart the race.
11. Leader will restart at the orange barrel located at Turn 4.

NOTE: Passing or gaining an advantage on the track before the leader starts the race
will result in a two position penalty at the next caution or at the end of the race.

12. Single file restarts may be employed at the discretion of the race official.


